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Final Cut 

You sit alone in a darkened room 

Feelings of despair and absence 

Inadequacies, loneliness, discarded 

Here, under dark clouds of doom 

 

Blood trickles down your inner thigh 

A fresh place hidden from prying eyes 

Adding to the other fields of scars 

You cannot see a good end to all of this 
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Pain of the cutting became a pleasure 

But it wasn’t always like this 

Issues of self, struggling with the pain 

Nobody would listen, hear me please 

 

A railroad track of scars 

Running down your arms 

Hidden by long sleeves, no more space 

Still nobody seems to listen, discarded 

 

All alone, forgotten, no future 

More cutting to feel the relief 

Endorphins released, this was your high 

Scratches once superficial become deeper 
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Tired of coping, feelings of despair 

Emotional pain no longer taken away 

More and more the cuts appear 

Once a trickle becomes a flow 

A final deep cut inflicted 

It is your release, no more pain 

 

Mask 

I came, I went, I’m here again 

Not the same, different, but still me 

Was happy, but sad 

Looking for answers, afraid to ask 

Alas! Hidden behind the mask 

 

Moving in a life with those I love 

Yet! No real friends, fear behind the mask 

Acquaintances only, which is so sad 

A partner and children I so dearly love 

Yet! Still hidden behind the mask 
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Years fall away 

The hiding stays 

Fear of exposure 

Hurting those I love 

Who is really hurting  

Behind the mask? 

 

Angel of death beckoned 

It was so real 

Not like me 

Still living a lie 

Near death behind the mask 

 

Guardian angel came and I clawed back 

It was the time for the mask to fade 

Gradually it falls away 

However, the hurt and the pain stay 

For those who mean so much to me 
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No longer a need to hide 

Truly loved ones are by my side 

The real me is flourishing now 

The actor is no longer needed 

No more mask 

 

Here is the real me 

Family, friends and soul mates 

So dear to me 

Their love for me, just being me 

I came, I went, I am finally here. 
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